
Amazing Highlights in IAG’s March Signature Auction 97!
International Auction Galleries’ upcoming Signature Sale - Sale 97 in March 2023 has once 
again raised the bar! 2,100 lots comprise IAG’s biggest ever sale, with some incredible individ-
ual highlights and several large old collections a major drawcard.

S 97 features the ‘Sampson Hoard’ - an old, previously undiscovered hoard comprised of over 
6,100 Pounds at face value of Pre Decimal Banknotes from the 1940’s - 1950’s era. Included in 
this is a rare original bundle of 100 1 Pounds 1949!

The Sampson Hoard – 6,100 Pounds at face of Pre Decimal Banknotes!

Other items to feature in this auction include two high grade 1930 Pennies:

Three rare Superscribed One Pounds:

Of course there is IAG’s usual wide selection of material on offer – including gold, with 
over 200 Half Sovereigns and Sovereigns with many rare issues, eighteen Gold Proof 
sets including three RAM gold issues, a stunning selection of Pre Decimal Coins, many 
PCGS graded including proofs, Pre Decimal and Decimal notes including a number 
of Decimal Bundles featuring three $1 DPS bundles, British and Ancient coins, World 
Coins and Banknotes, Mis-Strikes and Misprints, a HUGE collection of RAM rolls 
from an old estate (part II) along with Mint products and so much more!

A number of rare and high grade Pre Decimal key coins:

Important Pre Decimal notes including a unique 5 Pound Starnote 100 000*:

A fantastic selection of Pre Decimal Proof coins:

A significant range of rare Decimal Specimen notes: 

Sale 97 will be online and open for bidding 21st February 2023!

IAG’s next ‘Signature Sale’ will be Sale 98 in September 2023, with an Online Sale 
scheduled for June. Vendors wanting to consign to either auction can do so now, with 
all consignments being commission free for all vendors. IAG has more than 3,000 reg-
istered and active auction buyers, so now is a great time to cash in on any coins and 
banknotes you have tucked away! To submit vendor lots for auction or for more infor-
mation on this or upcoming sales visit IAG’s website: www.iagauctions.com or phone 
(07) 55 380 300.


